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TRINITY COLLEGE, Hartford, Conn.
Trinity College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Chµrch Brownell, Bishop of Connecticut.
Established by Episcopalians as a contribution to higher education, it is not a Church institution in the sense
of being directed by the Church. Its advantages are placed at the service of those of every creed.
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the
southwestern part of the city. The principal of these, in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, including Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educational edifices in the United States. It was intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the east
and within three minutes walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of
life, and equipment for its special work, the College is not surpassed.
The College has distinct courses of four years in Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters.
The Faculty inclndes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian, and a medical director.
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses there is no important subject for which
adequate provision is not made.
.
·
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue all of the studies of anr. course are allowed as
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving certificates for work satisfactorily accomplished.
The Library contains 48,000 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni are making possible a rapid
addition to its resources. A Reference Reading Room is open every day and on five evenings of the week.
The Jarvis Chemical aud Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work.
The Hall of Natural History contains the museum and Biological laboratories provided with the most
modern appliances.
In the year 1903-1904 a full technical course in Civil Engineering was for the first time made available for
all qualified applicants.
There are numerous scholarships providing pecuniary assistance for deserving students. The three
Holland Scholarships, yielding each $600 per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three lower
classes respectively. The Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher
graduate study. Prizes to the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of
the various departments.
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three day~ following
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmas
term.
For Catalogues, Examination papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the
Faculty.
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EDITORIALS .
HE organization of a college in regard to the maintenance of
its teams is placed mainly on a financial basis. The under•~
..
graduates must contribute, since a tax is ·felt to be impossible,
and it seems but fair that those who do so should have their vote in
the election of the necessary officers, and for the sanction or veto of
general changes. Under the present constitution any undergraduate
is entitled to membership on the payment of the yearly dues, which are
five dollars. The Athletic Association is supposed to consist of the
college body as a whole; it is not a representation. Of course there
are a few men in college who cannot pay the dues even once a year.
These, however, are not many. There are also occasional cases of
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undergraduates who, having subscribed to one of the teams through
its manager, say afterwards that because they have done this they cannot
belong to the Association. The greater number of the nonmembers
simply do not join because they fail to regard it as a duty. In whatever
way these various classes may be grouped this fact remains: only an
approximate sixty per cent. of the college body are members of the
Association. This somewhat discouraging proportion is probably
due to what we may call "misunderstanding," rather than lack of
spirit. The per cent. of men who subscribe in some way or another, or
who back the teams personally when they can, is certainly much larger:
An earnest effort is to be made after the coming vacation to make the
whole college, and particularly its newer members, see the question in
the proper "light. Presupposing that every undergraduate is anxious
that orga~ized athletics should prosper, his first step should be to make
himself a member of the Athletic Association. The yearly dues are
depended upon and regarded as the first expression of student support.
They should not be considered, therefore, as an ordinary or purely
voluntary subscription.

HE F reshman-J uni or Banquet this year illustrates a peculiar
phase of the operation of _tradition. The instinctive h?ld
~(~ J ~ of custom on the average mmd regulates a great part of college amusement. It is remarkable that an undergraduate will pick
up so much of the views of his predecessors and in two years will be
able to hand them down without conscious tuition. There is no doubt
that a longer course, say two years of the continued relation of a Sophomore class to the rest of the college, would make their unwritten laws
absolutely rigid and clearly defined. Unfortunately-we regret it from
a scientific point of view - the period of undergraduate strife is very
transient. The true lawgivers are often in the minority, . and their
voices can be drowned. Tradition which disagrees becomes a helpless
!) ~(ti;i";(

~~ ~

~
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tangle, and wise is the upper classman who can straighten it out. In
commenting on the dispute which arose in connection with the entertainment of last month the Tripod suggested that a set of rules be
drawn up and, having been agreed to by the college, that they should
serve as a guide in future. We believe that some action of this kind is
necessary and hope that it will be carried out. We would remind
the under classes, however, that over-seriousness is almost as unsatisfactory as the lack of the class spirit they need. In an affair which
has an accepted character and yet is not a game, when there can be no
final decision, though each class has determined to be considered the
victor, we must rely on some kind of sportsmanship. Complex rules;
conferring extraordinary powers on a part of those concerned simply
by right of class, can never be stable. Such regulations. would defeat
their own object in a year or two. We advocate an attempt to simplify tradition, and make it more definite.
)

E published in our last issue an announcement of the opportunity
offered to the Freshman class. The prize is not a large one,
as it is an innovation and in a way an experiment. We have
more reasons than one, however, for hoping the competition will be
successful. In the first place we are desirous of reducing a disadvantage which has hampered the TABLET as a literary paper for a long
time. In most of the college activities hard work has always a possible
honor as as a reward. An athlete practices to make a team, to get
his letter, and he has to work afterwards to keep his position. · Most
men go through college viewing the TABLET in the same way. Is there
a vacant position on the Board? They may try for .it if there is, but
otherwise they fail to see any object in writing. The nonacceptance
of an article usually discourages an aspirant finally, so that the number
who do attempt to contribute is always kept small. Through this
competition the present Board hopes to spread the impression that the

•
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successful contributor deserves recognition by his work alone. We
believe that it is possible to maintain a body of men in college who will
write with the idea of such literary success as the college can offer for
its own sake. We think also that one story will bring another from a
good-sized class as soon as it is published.
Finally our contest may serve the purpose of "trying out" the
entering class in regard to its future representation on the Board of
Editors. At the end of the year one member of the present Freshman
class should be elected to fill the vacancies made by graduation. Though
it may by no means follow that the winner of this prize will be chosen,
still he and his closest competitors will naturally deserve first consideration.

YOUTH .
0

RIFTING, drifting, drifting,
And never a breath of wind
Over the silent waters
Leaving no trail behind.
•

Dreaming, dreaming, dreaming,
And never a thought of strife
Over the misty borders
Leaving the cares of life.
Drifting, drifting, drifting,
Till the haven heaves into view,
A storm wind rises out of the east
And the barque scuds quickly thro'.
M.

THE TRINITY TABLET
A QUESTION OF FORESIGHT.
LWOOD -lifted a ponderous leg to the cushioned seat and
smiled until his chin multiplied itself in creases against his
•
collar. He was looking at me, but I did not thereby consider
myself the cause of his good humor. The conditions would be pleasant to any one of the British traveler's temperament. We were smoking after dinner, reclining luxuriously in the smoking-room of the
south Atlantic steamer. Through the half-opened stained-glass windows opposite we could see the brilliant clouds of an ocean's sunset.
As our relaxed bodies slowly settled to the other side of the seat with
the lazy roll of the ship, the dark blue line of water appeared under the
sky we were watching. Up and up the horizon came, we apparently
dipping only half to meet it, until distinct waves became visible. Then
it hung for a second steadily, - hung just long enough for one to hope
it would stay there, -before it began to descend.
We had been observing this monotonous rise and fall with the
same unreasoning interest; for the space of time that it takes a cone
·of ash to break from a well-made cigar.
It was the fall of such an accumulation upon my vest that started
our conversation.
"I had been wol).dering whether it would steal that march on you,"
Alwood remarked pleasantly. I murmured a reply, and addressed
the ashes vigorously with my handkerchief.
" Yes," he went on, " I am degenerating into the laziest spectator
the tropics ever produced. I was watching you, though, with some
object after all. It takes a mind of some steadiness to forget a cigar
the way you did, when there is no particular reason for it. I associate
it with- do you see that chap over there? "
I turned a little impatiently. An ocean suit, as understood by
landsmen, of the painfully nautical type was approaching with some
difficulty. White shoes with red rubber sgles were pressed against
the floor with . as ·much force of gravitation and muscle as the wearer
could muster. Wide-trousered legs resisted the regular heave clum-
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sily. Beneath the canvas yachting cap peered a pair of small black
eyes, and as they caught Alwood's mountainous figure the stiff mustache
lifted unpleasantly. It always did so apparently when the owner
smiled. Alwood answered the newcomer's jerk of the head with
his usual slow nod, a good combination of reserve and courtesy.
"Awful ass, that man is," he said, "and he's the kind of animal
who spends his life posing as the essence of cleverness. The worst
of it is, most people agree with him, even after a long acquaintance.
I was pretty nearly fooled myself.''
He paused to let the subject of this description work his way to
a deserted corner, and then went ,o n:
"There's a story connected with him. Perhaps you would like to
hear it?"
I assented, unenthusiastically, with brief affirmative. I was sleepy,
and it does not do to encourage Alwood too much when he is in an
after-dinner mood. I knew I should get the reminiscence anyway.
" I'll ask you, as I relate it, which side you would think had the
best of it," Alwood proceeded as he cut off the end of a fresh cigar.
"I was undecided myself when it happened, at least during the various
stages."
" Sides of what? " I demanded, seeing that I was to be dragged into
active attention. "It . seems to me you're beginning at the end as
usual.'' .
"The German and British governments, of course," he replied,
good-temperedly. "The gracious individual yonder represented the
former. He was, or is, God and the Kaiser being willing, the consul
for the glorious German state in that wretched little country we are
leaving behind us. I made his acquaintance at first in a purely official
manner. Lace, the old governor, sent for me one noon last spring
as I was going to lunch. I found him chewing his pen.
" 'You must send a summons to that Dutchman,' he said; he's
smuggling a couple of hundred of our male labor onto the tramp in
the harbor. Wants to ship them for his government's sake to the
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German settlement down the coast. They need some more privates
perhaps, but of course it won't do at all. We don't want it to be made
public, but there's no necessity for proceedings if you manage it decently. Tell Katchdenker, or whatever his name is, that the fine
for inducing emigration and so on is a hundred pounds. Agree to let
him off, for as high a sum as you can, - if he doesn't fight it, and has
the consignment flagged.'
"It was not an easy proposition, but there was no choice on my
part. I traveled over to see my man with as much face as I could
muster. He received me rather effusively, and struck me very much
in the way he did you just now. Frost settled down on his general
anatomy, though, as he learned my errand, and he seemed inclined to
treat it as an unfounded personal affront. I was almost ready to
despair when he gave in.
" ' Vell,' he said, ' I should greatly dislike an uncomfortable affair
to be made of it. My government would not forgif me. You say
the fine iss - ? '
" I named fifty pounds as compromise and to my surprise I was
taken up.
" With a faint protest against the sum, and a regret for such an
unfortunate mistake, whether on his part, his agent's, or mine, I could
not quite gather, he swung himself round to his desk and wrote out a
check. I had reached the door with it, struggling against a display of
my elation, when he called me back.
"' Will you not come to dinner, mine friend,' he said, smiling most
generously, ' tonight, -yes? '
"I was surprised and not particularly anxious to see more of him,
but I remembered my role of a diplomat, and expressed my acceptance
and appreciation as best I could."
Alwood paused, looked at his cold cigar critically, and let his eyes
wander to the German, who was seated at one of the little tables in
front of us. An acquaintance of the· first day at sea had been decoyed
into the opposite chair, and was listening with a desperate effort not
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to appear bored. The German was talking into the other's face at
short range, his writhing mustache pushed to a proximity that could
have been anything but agreeable.
Alwood chuckled. I became annoyed.
"You ne.e dn't waste description on your hero," I remarked. "He's
quite enough in evidence as it is. As far as your story goes he doesn't
seem to possess many advantages beyond his personality."
"Well," my narrator continued, "you are a little hasty there.
If there is one thing his excellency prides himself on more than his
cleverness it is -an engaging frankness. His hospitality was the means
of his unfurling both.
"I found him in his apartments, which were situated a mile inland,
just outside the principal part of the town. You must know the
place, - _about a hundred yards from your friend's of your first arrival."
"I have some remembrance of it," I assented caustically. Alwood
had an unpleasant way of referring periodically to some events of my
first year in foreign parts.
"I thought of you when I passed it that night," he went on, "but
my host, when I reached his room, kept my mind down to the · fact
that I was there and couldn't get away. He talked me into his dinihgroom, and "kept it up through one course after another. Wine was the
topic for the last three. The conviction that Englishmen ate for the
sole purpose of passing judgment on all available brands wa~ firmly
fixed in his mind as an axiom of entertainment. With evident fear
of disclosing his own ignorance he would ask my opinion on the claret,
sherry, and port, and then apologize for the want of something better.
Possible mutual acquaintances in 'London-town,' and apparently he .
had met some pretty decent people, occupied us until we were safely
through our coffee in the study. It was on the second round of cigars
that he finally worked up to 'shop.' He began to twist that black
wire facial adornment of his and screw up his lip as if it hurt him:
"' I haf wondered, mine friend,' he said casually, 'why you made
your fine so light this morning.'
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"This was so totally unexpected that for a moment I hardly knew
what to say. I glanced at him, his eyes being carefully fixed on his
cigar, and decided to encourage his opening.
"' To tell the truth,' I answered, 'I thought it was the most you
would give .without trouble.'
"My Dutchman laughed confidentially as if he had known it all
along. With much lowering of his voice and mysterious precautionary
glances to the door behind him, he told me that in this case twenty or
thirty pounds, more or less, made . very little difference. His government would have to foot the bill, he explained, and the fine, of course,
was to be entered as an unavoidable incidental of the embarkment. It
was all quite a revelation to me, and my attention must have been
flattering.
"Suddenly I jumped. This did not sound very much like a man
whose plan had been defeated. Had that infernal ship-? I had
sent word that she was not to sail, but had not heard whether the order
had been delivered. Herr Consul ought to have done the same, but
my pride wouldn't let me ask him just then. I sat in abstracted misery,
intensified by the thought that my entertainer observed it and knew the
cause, and then said goo9--night. Letters which had to go .in the morning was my excuse, but as soon as I found myself in the damp evening
air, I made for the shore. Half an hour's walk along the rough road
overhung with the rank heavy vegetation, - it was the shortest cut, brought me in sight of the water. It was a dark night, but there were
few vessels inside the harbor, as marked by the lighthouse.
"A light at some height above the horizon or a dark shape near the
anchorage, as I remembered it, would give me reason to hope. But
there was nothing. The black expanse of the bay was unbroken except
near the line of the shore, and on the right where the English mail
steamer lay, with her ports dots of yellow light here and there on her
side. The tramp and her load of our native laborers had gone."
Alwood stopped impressively. I had started to ask him to continue, but received a warning glance. The German's companion had
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left the cabin, and the man himself was advancing upon us. He wore
a rueful expression,· so foreign to his usual overbearing confidence as
to appear almost ridiculous.
"I haf just learned what can be no. news to you, Herr Alwood,"
he said, grasping the edge of our table to steady himself against the
slow roll, " I salute you as a clever man."
"Ach ja," he continued, shaking his head, "and I thought it was I
who won our little encounter. Those men,' those natives, as I hear
from my friend, - he is connected with our colony port, - must truly
haf been the worst in your British settlem_ent. I do n~t wonder you
let them go."
C. E. Gostenhofer.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS .

•

N the afternoon of November 18th President Luther spoke before the
Hartford Board of Trade. He strongly advocated the establishment
of a Hartford School <;>f Technology in connection with Trinity.

Next year will witness the ·p utting into effect of a new schedule for recitations. The present system of hours of lectures and recitations involves a number of conflicts. To avoid this objectionable feature the new schedule provides
for recitations on Saturdays until I P.M.
The Missionary Society has adopted a new scheme of Mission Study for this
year. A Mission Study Committee has the subject in hand. The committee has
already divided the members of the Society into three separate classes, each class
meeting weekly and pursuing its own special line of work. However, membership
in these classes is open to any of the students who are interested in this particular
line of work. It might also be said that the object of this branch of study is to
arouse a healthy interest in the mission field of the world, not merely for the benefit
of those students who expect to enter the ministry, but more particularly that all
the students may have a chance to learn about the possibilities of this field of
activity in its various phases.
Sunday morning, November 20th, President Luther preached, at the morning chapel service, a sermon which was both patriotic and practical. His text,
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the words of Moses: " The Lord God is thy refuge and underneath are the
everlasting arms." He said: "To our college men especially our nation looks
for service, and a high and clean service. We believe that the everlasting arms
are underneath, that as according to St. John, in the end the New Jerusalem will
descend to earth, so the New America will ascend to heaven. But we also know
that the rate of our progress depends on our efforts for our country. ·Let us
be thankful for our nation and resolve to give of ourselves for her advancement."
On the evening of December 1st the first of the Special Lectures to be given
this winter was delivered in Alumni Hall. The hall was well filled with townspeople and students. The speaker was General 0. 0. Howard, and his subject "Grant and His Generals" proved to be full of interest. As one sat and
listened to the vivid portrayal of the Battle of Chattanooga, of the charge up
Missionary Ridge, the story of the whistling bullets and flying shells seemed almost a reality. General Howard's description of Generals Grant, Rosecrans,
Hooker, Sherman, Thomas, and Lee, the last of whom was his fellow student
at West Point, made the listener feel that somehow he had come to know these
heroes of the Civil War in a different and truer way than he could from the
perusal of the pages of history.
Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale is to deliver the last in the series of four
lectures which the Faculty are arranging to have given tqis year.
The College Library is the recipient of a gift from Dr. J. Ewing Mears, '58,
of Philadelphia. Dr. Mears will give during his life the sum of fifty dollars
each year to establish the J. Ewing Mears Library Fund and in his will he will
provide that this sum shall be continued. The money thus given is to be used
to purchase books on Sanitary Science.
Prof. Ferguson has been granted a year's leave of absence by the trustees.
Acting in accordance with this grant ,he sailed on Saturday the II th inst. from
Boston for Egypt. He expects to return to Hartford in the spring. During
his absence his work in the History Department will be carried on by Dr. Shearer.
Prof. Babbitt is Acting Class Officer for the Juniors while Dr. Ferguson
is abroad.
The Christmas vacation will begin Tuesday, December 20th, at I P.M.
It ends Tuesday, January 10th, at 5.45 P.M. It is a little longer this year than
usual, for which the Faculty have the thanks of the student body.
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On the evening of the 3d inst. the Freshman class tendered the annual banquet to the Juniors at the Massasoit House, Springfield, Mass. The occasion
was an enjoyable one, although the interest in the affair _would have been
heightened had the Sophomore class deigned to exert a little effort to break the
banquet up. However, through a slight misunderstanding 1907 ignored the
event and thus the Freshmen reached Springfield without accident. At 7.30
o'clock the two classes sat down to dinner in high spirits and did full justice to
the e_xcellent menu. At 9.30 Arthur W. Lake, 1908, as Toastmaster, rapped
for order and then introduced the following men, who responded to the several
toasts: " 1908," Garrett Denise Bowne, Jr., 1906; "The College," Philip
Everett Curtiss, 1906; "The Faculty," Henry Gray Barbour, 1906; "The
Ladies," W. S. W. Fiske, 1906; "The Sophs," William C. Burwell, 1906;
"Athletics," Owen Morgan, 1906; "Advice to the Freshmen," Daniel Wilmot
Gateson, 1906; " 1906," George W. Hubbard, 1908. The Committee of Arrangements who managed the banquet so successfully were Charles L. Trumbull,
Cleveland; H.B. Beach, Bern Budd, and George W. Hubbard, all of 1908.
The members of last year's Basketball Team have elected John Franklin
Powell, '06, Captain of the team for this year. Capt. Powell is a strong player
and it looks now as if he will lead the team to victory this coming season.
The German Club gave its first German on the evening of December 2d
in Alumni. The first half was led by Percy C. Bryant, '07, with Miss Toy,
and the second half was led by W. H. Licht, '07, with Miss Merriam. Mrs.
Flavel S. Luther and Mrs. Percy C. Bryant were the patronesses. Those present: Ewing, with Miss Claghorn; Pelton, with Miss Whittelsey; Clement, with
Miss Allen; Gostenhofer, with Miss Roberts; Weibel, '02, with Miss Sampson;
Burgwin, with Miss Zimmermann; Brewer, with Miss_Newton; Marlor, with
Miss Booth; Fackler, with Miss St. John; Hinkel, with Miss Erwin; Barbour,
with Miss Wander; Bryant, with Miss Toy; Licht, with Miss Merriam; Hart,
with Miss Sanford; Dravo, with Miss Brown; Hubbard, with Miss Woods;
Trumbull, with Miss Taylor; Arthur Allen of Yale, with Miss Brainerd; and
Winston of Yale, with Miss Smith; Johnson, '03, and Hunt, ex-'06, stags.
Library attendance this year is an improvement over last year, as shown by
the following table :
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1903-04.
September,
October,
November,
Totals,

Day.

Evening.

Total.

32
462
445

40
63
75

72
525
520

939

178

1,117

1904-05.
September,
- October,
November,
Totals,

Day.

Evening.

86
497
625

not open
50
139

1,208

189

Total.

86
547

764
1,397

The Trinity College Intercollegiate Football League held its annual December meeting at the Alpha Delta Phi House, 122 Vernon Street, Saturday
evening, December 3d. Among the amendments to the constitution were:
One compelling the playing of the final game on neutral ground; the holding of
all meetings at Trinity College, the place to be selected by the Treasurer.
Officers for the ensuing year: President, New Britain; Vice-President, New
Haveri.; Secretary, Bridgeport; Treasurer, Trinity Football Manager.
Sunday noon, Dece~ber 4th, Dr. Luth.e r addressed the Park Church Club
on the subject: "Why I am a Church Member." Dr. Luther's subject was a
summary of a series of lectures delivered a few years ago by prominent clergymen
of the city from denominational standpoints.
Rt. Rev. C. B. Brewster, Bishop of the Diocese, preached in chapel Sunday
morning the 11th inst. In the evening the student body and the Faculty tendered a dinner and reception to the Bishop in Seabury Hall.
Six prizes, three in the Junior class and three in the Senior class, will be
awarded . this year instea4 of the usual number of five. The reason is that the
themes this year in many respects surpass those of former standard. The themes
of Maercklein, Lauderburn, Cowper, Curtiss, Hinkel, Goodale, Carr, and Sherwood have been reserved to enter the finals. Others will be chosen from those
due December 15th.

/
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, Beta Beta of Psi T entertained with an informal rarebit party and dance at
the Chapter House December 6th.
Schedule of interclass basketball games:
Monday, December 12th - 1905 vs. 1907; 1906 vs. 1908.
Wednesday, December 14th- 1905 vs. 1908; 1906 vs. 1907.
Friday, December 16th - 1905 vs. 1906; 1907 vs. 1908.
Regular gymnasium for the underclassmen started the Monday after Thanksgiving. This year the students will be marked for gym work on this basis:
Perfect attendance, passing mark of 5.0; perfect deportment, 2.5; ability and
proficiency in work, 2.5.
Mr. Benjamin W. Loveland, organist of Farmington Avenue Congregational Church, presided at the organ at the evening chapel service Suf!.day, December I I th.
Sunday morning, December 4th, Prof. C. F. Johnson delivered an address
on " The History of the English Bible."
The Glee Club took the first trip of the season Friday, December I 6th, giving
a concert in Newtown, Conn. Those w_ho took the trip were: G. Cunningham,
R. Cunningham, Gateson, Rehr, Hyde, Fackler, Marlor, Coburn, Pelton, Zonbeck, Off, Smith, Cowper, Furrer, Skilton, T. Morgan, H. C. Boyd, leader.

COMMUNICATION.
The Editor of the TABLET,
DEAR SIR: -The Trinity College seal bears the following inscription: " Pro
Ecclesia et Patria." In connection with the " Patria" I should like to call attention to the fact that seven out of ten men in college do not know our national
anthem correctly. As much may be said of "'Neath the Elms." The words of
both songs are familiar to all, but most of us are wofully ignorant of the proper
order of stanzas. As a matter of pride everybody should know them. It has
been suggested that steps be taken through the different organizations connected
with the college to have these songs learned thoroughly. Might not this be
possible?
Very truly yours,
An Undergraduate.
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PERSONALS.
[The editor of this department asks the earnest cooperation of the alumni
in order to render it as complete as possible.]
'52 -The address of the Rev. EDWARD SEYMOUR has been changed from
Carlyle, Ill., to Newbury, Mich.
'69 ...:_ The Rt. Rev. Dr. JOSEPH B. CHESHIRE of North Carolina has been
elected to serve for nine years as one of the Bishops on the Court of
Review, in case of the trial of a Bishop.

'72 -GEORGE C. BuRGWIN was elected at the recent General Convention a
member of the Ecclesiastical Court of Review, in the third Judicial
department.
'74-The address of the Rev. E. C. ALCOM is corner of Ridge Avenue and
Huntingdon Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

'77 - WILLIAM E. ROGERS has been appointed by the governor of Massachusetts
Register of Probate for Middlesex_County in that · state.
WILLIAM G. MATHER is a member of the executive committee of " The
Laymen's Forward Movement of the Middle West."

'79- WINFIELD SCOTT MooDY has an article in the September number of the
Ladies' Home Journal entitled " Daisy Miller and the Gibson Girl."
L. D. SYLE has an article on " Japan " in one of the summer numbers of
Success.
·

'82 -

CHARLES S. COLEMAN is connected with a rubber manufacturing company
in Erie, Pa.

'83 -

RICHARD BURTON recently had published a new book entitled " Literary
Leaders of America" by the Scribner's Pub. Co. We quote from a
newspape:r: review: "The author treats his subject in an unconventional manner. Instead of a review noticing all the writers, and thus
in many cases becoming chiefly a catalogue, he has treated of only the
main figures, dealing briefly with the others in an introduction and a
preliminary and closing chapter. The book, while thus comprehensive
in form, is mainly a biographical, critical, and illustrated account of
Irving, Cooper, Poe, Hawthorne, Emerson, Bryant, Longfellow,
Holmes, Whittier, Lowell, Whitman, and Lanier, the authors who are,
in fact, those whose work most fully warrant the title of the book."
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'88 - The Rev. GEORGE I. BRc;>WN has been elected a member of the Standing
Committee of the newly organized Diocese of Harrisburg, Pa.
'94 -

Ro BERT P. PARKER has become manager of the New York branch of the
Haynes-Apperson Automobile Manufacturing Co. of Kokomo, Ind.

'95 -

FRANK S. BURRAGE is a member of the Executive Committee of the
"Laymen's Forward Movement of the Middle West."

'96 -

Married in the church of the Holy Trinity, Brooklyn, N. Y., November
16th, WILLIAM SPEAIGHT LANGFORD and Miss Mary Louise Weeden.

'97 -

Married in Brookline, Mass., November 25th, GEORGE EDWARD COGSWELL and Miss Bertha Eleanor Fennessy.
The Rev. W. A. SPARKS has been appointed to the charge of St. Mark's
Mission, Leominster, Mass.

'98-The Rev. Dr. SAMUEL HART, '66, married in Ne.w York City, November 9th, CHARL~s LUTHER BURNHAM and Miss 'Anna Wallace Elliott. DUDLEY C. GRAVES, '98, was the best man and GEORGE E.
COGSWELL, '97, was one of the ushers.
'02 -

Married in Los Angeles, Cal., November 8th, the Rev. ROBERT BuRTON
GooDEN and Miss Alice L. Moore.

'03 -

Married in St. Mark1s Church, Evanston, Ill., December · 14th, GEORGE
Dou GLAS RANKIN and Miss Margaret Lilian Hallberg. R. N.
WEIBEL, '02, was best man.

Ex-'04- D. H. BROWN has been elected class-day president at Columbia University. He has also been appointed football director for next year.
RAYMOND B. VANTINE acted as umpire in the football game between
Union and New York University, which the former won 21 too.
Ex-'06 -

HONORE C. CouRRETT is on the staff of the Syracuse Daily Journal.
He expects to return to college next year.

Ex-'07- VICTOR WILLIAM MoRI is singing 2d bass on the Columbia University
Quartet. He has recently been elected to the Columbia Chapter
of 'f T.
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NECROLOGY.
The Rev. GEORGE G. CARTER, D.D., Chancellor of Albany Cathedral, who
died on the 3d day of December, though himself a graduate of Kenyon, was
closely connected with this college. He was a brother-in-law of the Rev. JAMES
S. PURDY, '49, brother of Dr. H. SHELTON CARTER, '69, and uncle of EDWARD
LAWSON PURDY, '84, LAWSON AVERILL CARTER, '93, and PHILIP CARTER
WASHBURN, '96.
The Rev. GEORGE MOFFETT, a graduate of the class of 1878, di'ed at his
home in Philadelphia on the 12th of November. He studied theology at the
General Theological Seminary, and had been for many years Rector of St.
Clement's Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE STROLLER.
HE STROLLER is no exception to that rule which gives one an interest
in one's ancestors, and so of late he has been reading a great deal, in
•
the library, the writings of that old character whom he supposes to be
his ancestor - Mr. Addison's Spectator. As THE STROLLER got deeper and
deeper into the old Queen Anne journals he was _struck by the frequency with
which the wits of Grub Street and adjacent highways used to aid the Spectator
in publishing his leaflet by writing him letters and so saving him the trouble of
writing the weekly editorial himself.
Now, as THE STROLLER was pondering on these things and wishing for the
good old days and some one to do his month's work for him, he saw old Nasal
Tongue, the postman, advancing perceptibly towards the college laden down
with extra weight of Christmas mail- last Christmas'. After a war of words
in which Robert and THE STROLLER were allied against old Nasal Tongue THE
STROLLER managed to emerge from the melee with a letter bearing his address
in a strange hand. On opening, the letter proved to be the following:
No. - , - - - Hall,
Trinity College.
DEAR MR. STROLLER: As the football season is over and the basketball season hardly begun, while
the glee club threatens to deprive the Honorable Stroller of one of his old standbys by being good enough to avoid the necessity of being roasted, I am in hopes
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that there will be enough space in your columns to say a few words on a subject
in which I have taken a great deal of interest.
To begin with, I might say, in the spirit of Kipling's Irish sentinel, that the
fates have been good to me. I have seen the turmoil caused by the loss of the
old bulletin board; I have seen the fuss when the faculty cut down the Christmas
vacation by a week; and I have heard sentiments on elegibility rulings in athletics,
but all that was "kiss him for his mother's sake to what I saw the other day."
I have lived long and happily, but my delight was only completed when I saw
the three lower classes in pitched battle. No, I will not say pitched battle, but
rather formal warfare.
I once hoped to go to South America to see one of the semiannual "Gilbert
and Sullivan" revolutions held there, but I now feel that they would be commonplace and uninteresting in comparison with the ·recent affair of the Freshman
banquet.
. Now, as I understood this annual affair, the Freshmen were supposed to
give a banquet, the Sophomores were supposed to prevent them from attending
if speedy enough to catch them, while the Juniors, if they remembered it or shook
off their laziness long enough, would take a Freshman along with them, and if
it happened that a body of Freshmen met a body of Sophomores they would mix
it up in good old brutal style.
But I found, this year, that I was ages behind the times, that my ideas were
antiquated and primitive in the extreme.
First, the Sophomores caught a body of Freshmen and drove them over
behind the dashing steeds of a night hawk to a dark, lonely, and silent billiard
hall in Podunk. Then moved by that nobler feeling which is the spirit of modern
warfare they refrained from tying up the innocents with their suspenders and
swore them in on a directory and a census report to observe a strict and august
parole. Then the captors slipped across the street for some cider.
But little did the wily Sophs know that Hasty Hank, the Doughty Detective
of the Junior class, was on their trail and had watched the night hawks as they
stopped before the dark house on the unfrequented road and saw several dark
bodies carried from the hawks to the house. Then with a " hist n and a longdrawn "foiled" our boy hero saw the departing Sophs, and then, not waiting
for his trusty band of followers and attended only by his faithful Colt, he entered
the mysterious house. There he found the Freshmen sitting on the floor smoking
Moguls and wondering how they could get out. At the appearance of Hasty
Hank the Freshmen, being healthy youngsters who wanted to get out and who
were hungry anyway, got up and walked out and went back to college.
Soon back came the Sophomores. The captives were gone. Terror blanched
each Sophomore face, and they hissed between their teeth : " Done again. 'Tis
Hasty Hank." Here is where the novelty of the affair comes in.
Now in my time a body of Sophomores confronted by this situation would
have pulled up their sweaters, grit their teeth, and cut out after the Freshmen,
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and if they had gotten away the Sophomores would have gone for some other
Freshmen, and if they had found them they would have struck them in the teeth
and mixed it up good and bloody. But that just shows how far I am behind the·
times. No such brutish actions nowadays. No indeed. Don Quixote himself
could not have done better than these Sophomores. For when confronted by the
heinous fact that five Freshmen had walked out of a cold barn and gone home
to supper the Sophomores held a class meeting, and each impassioned speaker
drew himself up and shouted: " Our honaire, sirrah, has been stained. We
are insulted. As Castilians we must demand reparation!!!!"
In the meantime, while the Sophomores were giving the little points of honor
a bath and putting them to bed, the Freshmen were taking the 6.15 for Springfield.
But the Sophomores were not daunted by the dastardly deed. They called
in the art of literature represented by the Hartford Courant, and while the
reporter scribbled for dear life, Don Matos de Slipperyjaw, the silver-tongued
orator, stood with his hand on his chest and delivered a manifesto in which
the rude, unlettered Freshmen were denounced as scoundrels for their disgusting
disregard of the higher precepts of chivalry, while Hasty Hank and his classmates were set down as traitors to knighthood and beneath contempt."
This was _read in Springfield over the oysters by Hasty Hank and his crew,
and sore wroth they waxed. The cheerful ox-tail was at the minute warming
their veins, so they were in a spirit to see the humor of the situation, but the words
of Slipperyjaw could not be overlooked and a second manifesto was sent hurtling
after the first.
Well, I see that my tale is getting too long and much as I wish to describe
the lengthy editorials and communications in the Tripod, and much as I would
like to consider the case from a legal point of view and tell how it is to be carried
to the supreme court next spring, I will be unable to do so.
As for my own opinion, I have rolled on the ground in joy inexpressible at
the absolute absurdity of the whole thing, - the Quixotic points of "honaire,"
the tinsel warfare, and the manifestoes. But while I exulted in the fact that
the human race still showed itself to be the best joke ever published, yet I had a
little sense of something gone, a little feeling of longing that the two classes had
cut a little shorter on the words and settled it in the good old-fashioned manner
behind the barn.
Thanking you, Mr. Stroller, for your kind attention, I am,
Yours sincerely,
THEOPHILUS QUILL.
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ATHLETICS.
BASKETBALL.
MIDDLETOWN Y. M. C. A.,

58;

TRINITY, 20.

HE Basketball Team played its first game Friday, December 2d, against
the strong Y. M. C. A. Team in Middletown, and was defeated 58
to 20. This team were champions of the state last year, and were
especially formidable on their own floor. Trinity showed up well, but the team
will be much better when they have played together a little longer. Captain
Powell and Landefeld for Trinity, and C. Carlson and Ahern for Middletown,
played well.
Y. M. C. A.
Trinity.
S. Carlson
j Powell
forwards
C. Carlson
l Stevens
Landefeld
Greer
Smith Pond
guards
Ahern
Brown
Referee, Fournette, M. H. S. Umpire, Henderson, '02.

!

I

}

H. P, H. S.,

I

I

/,.

18;

FRESHMEN,

16.

The· Hartford High School Team beat the Freshmen Tuesday, December 6th,
on the Trinity floor, by the score of 18 to 16. The game was well contested,
but slow, and showed considerable absence of team work. There were many
fouls. Peard of the high school made ten goals from fouls out of ten chances.
Peard's shooting and Cleveland's general playing were good. For 1908, Madden
and Pond showed well. The team principally needs practice and experience,
as there is promising material.
Trinity Freshmen.
Stevens
forwards
Porter
center
Madden
Olmstead
Buckley
guards
Pond
McKone
Referee, Velte. Umpire, R. ]. Peard. Timers, Keeney and Butler.
Halves, 15 minutes.
H.P. H. S.
Cleveland !
Batterson f
p'eard

I
l
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30;
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13.

The Freshman Team was ddeated by the South Manchester High School
quintet in the gymnasium Saturday night, December 10th, by the score of 30 to
13. The 1908 team were completely outclassed, but played with plenty of spirit.
Pond made two goals from the floor and nine from fouls, scoring all that the team
made. Madden also played well, and Manchester's forwards were good.
South Manchester.
Trinity Freshmen.
Crocket
}
{
Porter
forwards
Oleson
Stevens
Davis
center
Madden
Hickey
}
}
Budd
guards
Wright
Pond
Referee, Velte. Umpire, Little. Timers, Anderson and Buths.
15 minutes.

Halves,

EXCHANGES .
HILE our exchanges are always so varied in character - no two being
at all alike - that we are never able to say that they are moved by a
•
common spirit, yet at times there seem to be general tendencies which
prompt them all to a slow but nevertheless noticeable movement in one direction.
And as a by-word we might say that this applies only to the literary monthlies
and not to the newspapers which are prevented, by their very nature, from changing.

This fall the slow, general movement seems to be towards the essay. For
the last few years the spirit of short-story writing which has permeated the whole
country has very naturally shown itself prominently in the college magazines.
But even while the short-story passion was at its height, editors recognized the
fact that a good short story was beyond the powers of average college writer, and
that a long line of stories meant a long line of repetitions in which the summer
hotel piazza story, the Maine guide dialect story, and the overdone " college "
story figured over and over again. The result was a general wail on the part
of editors - exchange and otherwise - and now the reaction has come.
Whether this reaction is due to the efforts of the editors or a natural desire fo'r

''
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a change on the part of the writers we do not know, but the change is here and
it is in the direction of the essay.
The Williams Literary Monthly has a predominance of essays this issue, and
very good essays at that, ranging in subject from " Systematic Suppression of
Freshmen " to " Heroes and Hero Worship in College." There is also, as a
frontispiece, a well-copied photograph of a rustic road in Williamstown similar
to the photograph published last month. " Realization," a sonnet by Hermann
Livingston, Jr., is well written and contains a good thought - namely that, as
a person climbing an arduous height makes one last final leap and comes with a
sudden bound upon a hitherto unseen landscape,
" So may our lives conceal a final goal
Which we, unknowing, painfully draw near,
While on our way with tottering steps we move,
Till suddenly with darkened vision clear,
The path of life, before so hard, shall prove
The glorious highway of man's conquering soul."

In the "Sanctum" of the same magazine the editor comments on an article
which appeared recently in the Yale Lit. The idea of the Lit article was that
"democracy is only a relative affair" and "never annihilates a handicap of
birth or wealth or anything els~. It can only afford a decent chance to overcome
that handicap." From here the Williams editor takes up the discussion of how
much wealth, social position, and like advantages - for they are unquestionably
advantages - really count in college life, especially Williams life. We will
not repeat the editorial, but will quote one sentence, namely: "It is, of course,
quite evident that the answer to the question ( as to how much wealth and social
position count in college life) is bound to depend largely upon the definition of
success."
This we think is a key to the whole question, which is always a live one
aomng those interested in colleges and college men. Of course men with wealth
and social position do usually reach a point of success. But it is only one kind of
success - a social success. Now when the promoters of self-made college men
rant at the success of the wealthy men and bewail the lack of success of poorer
ones they are demanding something which does not belong to the circumstances
or aims ( we hope) of their proteges, but which does belong to the men whose
nature and circumstances it is to excel in a social way. The poorer men or the
men of the lesser social position may and usually do excel in studies, athletics,
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music, and other lines, and we hope that they always will do so, but talents
for these things do not of themselves entitle their holders to a social success unless
the men make a social success a thing towards which they strive. To say, as
many people do, that just because our colleges are democratic every man who is
of sound character should be granted a high social position is just as absurd
as to demand for the same reason that every successful football player be granted
a place on the glee club.
The Columbia University Quarterly for the last isssue is a very handsome
magazine of about a hundred pages, in commemoration of the exercises connected
with the 150th anniversary of the college.
The Hobart Herald has a number of very good and very short stories.
The College Signal from the Massachusetts Agricultural College prints,
apparently, as an innovation a story in its news columns. If all stories in the
Signal are to be like this one we would advise the editors to discontinue the practice. It is a most tragic tale of "Sullivan's Flats," which flats catch fire and
burn up, consuming much people, blowing up fifty pounds of gunpowder, bursting a hose, causing a man to jump or fall sixty-five feet to the sidewalk, apd
playing many other cute tricks. We were especially taken by the description of
the sixty-five-foot jumper. The following sentence muschave been forgotten
by Poe. It is good enough for him, anyway:
"A doctor who is on the spot hurries forward and lifting the man's head so
as to carry him away, shudders as he grasps it, for through a great hole in the back
of his head blood and grey matter are slowly exuding." We like especially that
word exuding. Did you ever see grey matter exude? It must be fine.
The Smith College Monthly is very good and seems to be a disciple of the
movement- noted above- towards "essayism."
He: " That fellow reminds me of Atlantic City."
She: " Why? Is he sandy? "
He: "No. He's got such a bored walk."
- Greylock Echo.
"What's the row over on the next street?"
"Only a wooden wedding."
"A wooden wedding?"
"Yes, a couple of Poles getting married."
- Princeton Tiger.
"The Glee Club gave a concert at the Insane Asylum November 15th."
-Wesleyan Argus.
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"In order tQ make the campus comment more interesting and 'snappy'
every student is urged to jot down on a piece of paper any good jokes or stories
which occur in the various class recitations and to place them in the Triangle Box,
216.
-N. Y. U. Triangfe.
Of course the New York editor knows his own needs, but looking over those
exchanges in which the practice suggested above is carried out we would offer to
the Triangle readers Punch.,s immortal advice to a man about to marry- don't.
The Bowdoin Quill., always one of the best of our exchanges, is as good as
ever. But we would like to suggest to the exchange editor who writes under the
head of "Ye Postman" that he quote a little less and comment a little more, although he quotes very neatly.
The unfortunate writer in the Yale News whose article on playing with
smaller colleges we quoted last month, through The Lafayette, is receiving attacks from all sides. The latest one comes from the Red and Blue of Pennsylvania, which makes the remark among other pleasantries:
"It has been Yale's policy ever since the beginning of her athletic career to
fight shy of any rival, save Harvard or Princeton, which evinces the least possibility of crossing her goal line. In view of this policy we would advise Yale to
substitute some 'Prep' school games for the one or two hard contests which
still remain upon her schedule. Whenever a team scores on Yale, the next year
that team is invited to stay at home.
. Harvard has had th~ manliness
to take defeat in a sportsmanlike way and meet a worthy opponent, rather than
retreat to the tall grass and throw stones at a rival's supremacy."
Well, well, that is strong language. And we left out part of it, too. If
the Yale News writer sees this article in the Red and Blue and one or two others
which we have read we prophesy that it will be a regret to his dying day that he
ever wrote his famous article.
We announce the receipt of the Madisonenses, Westminster Review, Red and
Blue, Bowdoin Quill, Harvard Monthly, Kenyon Collegian, Wesleyan 11.rgus.,
William Jewell Student, Greylock Echo, Smith College Monthly, Wesleyan
Literary Monthly, Hobart Herald, Columbia University Quarterly, Blue and
White, College Signal, Triangle., University Cynic, Maine· Campus., Travelers
Record., Williams Literary Monthly, Blue and Yellow, Amherst Student., 11.cademy Scholium, Lafayette, Sentinel, Chronicle, Horae Scholasticae., Grotonian,
St. Stephen's Messenger:., 11.rgus (Holderness School), Laurentian.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE NOTES .

•

WING to lack of accommodations over 200 men were turned away
from Dartmouth. The present enrollment contains 860 names, of
which 360 are Freshmen.

Harvard's attitude in regard to Matthews, the colored end and baseball
player, shows that with all her recognized social tendencies, she· is rubbing
shoulders with Dartmouth democratically.
An interesting feature of the Army-Navy game at Philadelphia was the
presence of Capt. Hogan of Yale on one end of the measuring line and Capt.
Hurley of Harvard on the other.
The 35 American scholars holding the Rhodes scholarships have begun their
work at Oxford.
New York University has opened a woman's law class this fall with an enroll.
ment of 19.
The Chinese department at Columbia has been presented by the Chinese
government with a copy of the standard Chinese encyclopedia, which consists
of more than 5,000 native volumes, or about mo volumes the size of our ordinary
encyclopedia.
The classes in journalism at the University of Michigan are to publish a
regular new~paper for practice. Everything is being done just as in the real
paper, from "running down stories" to reading proof and "making up."

In the annual Freshman-Sophomore rush at Wisconsin this year 600 students
were ducked in Lake Mendota. The fray lasted about four hours.
The University of California is to have a performance in Greek of "Ajax,"
to be held in the Greek Theater.
The University of Michigan is spending $13,000 in improving its athletic
field.

In point of service President Eliot of Harvard is the oldest college president,
having been at the head of that institution for thirty-five years.
Chicago University students have protested against the presence of co-eds in
the library department, claiming that their presence interferes with serious work.
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Pittsburg is to be the seat of
of Chicago.

a new university much on the order of University

The Faculty have limited the number of women students at Stanford to 500
on account of the increasing ratio which tended towards making the university
a girls' college.
Wesleyan University has a new building in the John Bell Scott memorial
laboratory of physical science. It was dedicated on the 7th of December. The
building is a handsome one, of Harvard brick and Indiana limestone trimmings,
and is situated at the corner of College Place, nearly facing the campus. John
Bell Scott was a Wesleyan man, the chaplain to the auxiliary cruiser St. Paul in
the Spanish-American War.
The Harvard corporation has voted to give to the national library at Turin,
Italy, which was partly destroyed by fire last spring, a collection of 100 duplicate
books on Roman law and medireval history. By this act of assistance the university is expressing the obligations under which it was placed when a similar
disaster affected the university library in the middle of the eighteenth century.
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"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA."

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated 1819.

Cash Capital, .
Cash Assets, .
Total Liabilities,

Net Surplus,
Surplus as to Policy-holders,
Losses Paid in 85 Years,

$4,000,000.00
15,190,888.15
5,130,150.44

$6,060,737.7 I
10,060,737.71
96,328,~39.96

WM. B. CLARK, President.
W. H. KING, Secretary.
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRVIN, A. N. WILLIAMS, Assistant Secretaries.
WESTERN BRANCH,

j

Traction Building, Cincinnati, 0.
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH,
Omaha, Neb.

1 KEELER

PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.

{ BOARDMAN & SPENCER,

INLAND MARINE_ DEPARTMENT,

& GALLAGHER, Gen'l Agents.

j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
( W. P. HARFORD, Ass't Gen'l Agent,

j CHICAGO, ILL., 145 La Salle St.

1 NEW

YORK, 52 Pine St.

} General Agents.

BosTON, 95 Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St.

THE

1!fnrtfnrh uJqrnlngirul
~rmiuary.
Hartford Theological Seminary, while
carefully preserving as the dominant
aim a practical preparation for the
active pastorate, affords ar:p.ple opportunity for as much specialization as
the student's individual capacity or
needs suggest. By a method of group
electives, emphasis may be laid on
work in· any department. There are
also special courses in Missions, Religious Pedagogy and Sociology. The
Seminary is well equipped in every
way, and is open to college graduates
of all denominations on equal terms.
Apply to THE DEAN, HOSrtER HALL,

HARTFORD, CONN.

~tna National Bank
OF HARTFORD.
CAPITAL,
$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
$625,000.00
DEPOSITS,
$3,000,000.00.
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN STREET,
..lEtna Life Building, next door to Public Library.
OFFICERS,
A. SPENCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS,
HoN. MoRGAN G. BULKELEY,
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. CONE,
MORGAN B. BRAINARD,
ALFRED SPENCER, JR.'
A. G. LOOMIS,
w. R. C. CORSON.
This bank offers to depositors every facility which
their balances, business, and responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent.

Open an account with us.
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Connecticut Fire Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Cash Capital,
$1,000,000.00

Total Assets,
$5,172,036.80

SUMMARY

Cash Capital,
.
.
Reserve for Reinsurance,
All Outstanding Claims,
Net Surplus,

$r,ooo,ooo.oo
2,484,918.49
245,632.96
I ,44r,485.35

Total Assets,

J.

$5,172,036.80

D. BROWNE, President.
CHARLES R. BURT, Secretary.
L. W. CLARKE, and W. T. HO WE, Ass't Secretaries.

W. E. BAKER & SON, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

Interior Decorators and Furnishers
Rugs, Carpets, and floor Co"ering,
Portieres and Window Hangings,
Couch and furniture Co"ers, Wall
papers and Decorations. 1" ,., /tEstimates Furnished.

J. J.. SEINSOTH,
11-15 MAIN STREET,

OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK.

The Nearest First-Class
"DRUG STORE"
to Trinity College.
CALL AND SEE
JAKE'S BIRDS.

EVERYTHING TO BE FOUND IN
A FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORE.
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DUNLAP HATS,
E. & W. COLLARS,

E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS,
FOWNE'S GLO\!ES,

CHAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY,
65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

FINE UNDERWEAR,
REGAL $3.50 SHOES,

RAIN COATS, ·
LONG GOWNS.

THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO.,
976 to 986 Main Street, Sell

Furniture, Rugs, Pictures, and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.

eAlso Couch Covers and 'Pillows) Ov!attresses, Etc.

U-NEED-US WHEN YOU ENTERTAIN OR C_
ELEBRATE
WE SUPPLY THE BEST, THE MOST COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE IDEAS IN

Decorations, Illuminations, Electric Displays, Canopies, Floor Crashes
for Dancing, Dinner Parties, Weddings, Balls, Receptions.
Write or call on us and get our ideas and prices for this kind of work before placing your orders elsewhere.
We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most competent workmen m New England. The ONLY
Flag Manufacturers in the City. COLLEGE FLAGS A SPECIALTY.

SIMONS & FOX, 240 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

EGYPTIAN
DEITIE'S
No '!Jetter Turkish Cigarette can be made
CORK TIPS

Look for Signature

·QR

e/ S. ANA~GYP-0S

PLAIN

Students · should patronize Tablet Advertisers.
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PHONE n7-2.

•

DR. H. DRYHURST,

ON DIAMONDS# WATOiES. ETC.

DENTIST.
HARTFORD, CONN.
• Entrance n Pratt Street. Room 4.

AT TH£ LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST.

AN OLD ESTABLISHED CONCERN TO DEAL WITH.

COLLATERAL. LOAN CO.
OPEN EVENINGS.

71 ASYLUM ST.

Admiral Cafe.
SCHLITZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND
BASS FROM THE WOOD.

M. B. SMITH, Proprietor.
For your Fireplace :

Auhirnus,
~pnrk ~unrha,
i!;nnha.
We have the Largest and Best Line in the City.

WHITE & WHITMORE,

ANYTHING YOU WANT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HAVE YOU
WILL FIND AT THE

MARWICK DRUG STORES,
Corne

j Main and Asylum and

,- 1 Asylum and F.ord Sts.
AT ALL TIMES

MAKE US YOUR CONVENIENCE.

424 ASYLUM STREET.

TRINITY COLLEGE :BARBER SHOP.

T. SISSON & CO.,

VIBRATION SHAMPOOING.
J. G. MARCH, Proprietor.

729 Main Street,
OFFER A_ GREAT VARIETY OF

Entrances,
783 Main Street,
36 Pearl Street.

ROOM 1
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL
BUILDING.

SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BA TH.
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes.

FULL LINE OF

MISS GOODRICH,

CIOARETTES, TOBACCO JARS, AND 3B PIPES.

Rooms

420-422

Connecticut Mutual Building.

~anicuring, facial electric ~assage, Scalp
'C1'eatments, Shampooing.

Decorated with Fraternity Emblems at

Frank Crygier's Cigar Store,
248 A.sylum .St.,

·.·

·.·

HARTFORD, CONN.

CORNS CURED.
Telephone 493-6

J. R. BARLOW
366 Asylum St.

Batterson Building,

BOOKS, STATIONERY,
Magazines and Papers of all kinds.
Special prices to TRINITY STUDENTS.
Telephone 206-3

J.

C. DEXTER,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
753 Main Street,

•

•

-

2

Hartford, Conn.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL.
Three years' course leading to the degreesBachelor of Law, Bachelor of Jurisprudence, and
Master of Jurisprudence.
College graduates of high standing, sufficient
maturity and earnestness of purpose, may complete the course in two years, provided they attain
the honor rank.
For further particulars address
DEAN MELVILLE M. BIGELOW,

Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
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THE BONNER-PRESTON CO.

Kodaks and
Eastman's
Specialties

Developing
Enlarging
Framing

ART MATERIALS.
Hartford's Busy Store.
843 Main Street.

All sorts of Oriental goods suitable
for gifts. Den Decorations. Couch
Covers. Pillow Covers, etc., etc.

NOTICE I
If you have any Cleaning, Pressing, and Repairing to be done, please
Telephone 418-3. All orders will be
attended to promptly. Work first
class and prices low. Open evenings.
.S. LEVIN,
LADIES' AND GEN'l:S' TAILOR,
552 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

"THE INDIA STORE"
25 Pearl S1:;.

HARTFORD.

C. H. CASE & CO.

Jewelers and Sit"ersmitbs
DIAMONDS

WATCHF$

JEWELRY.

A carefully selected stock to inspect.
851 MAIN STREET.

Opposite State Street.

HENRY ANTZ,

First Class Barber Shop
27 PEARL STREET,
(Opp. New Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co. 's Building.) ·

David M. Mulcahy

You are not more anxious to get good
Laundry~Work than we are to give it.

NEW METHOD · LAUNDRY Corp.
Phone 104-12,

36-44 Elm Street.

Gentlemen's Garments Cleaned, Pressed, and Rej>ai'red.
I!. W. CHURCH.

0. L. OOODCHILDS.

~-AL

AND

ED.

CAFE.

0. L. GOODCHILDS & CO.,
Schiltz, Milwaukee , and Kress Special Brew.
Telephone 87•4,

858 ASYLUM STREET.

UNEEDA MARKET,

263 Asylum Street, opposite
Ann Street, Hartford, Conn.

F. E . SMITH. Prop.

Telephone 482-5

Meats, Groceries, and Provisions,
FRUITS, CANNED GOODS, ETC,

JOl2 Broad, cor. Ward Street.

Telephone.

;j
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Underwood Typewriter

All of the work is visible. ·
It is speedy and durable.
It is especially adapted for billing and tabulating.
It received the highest award at St. Louis
Exposition.
·
·

Send for free catalogue.

Underwood Typewriter Company
757 Main Street,!j Hartford,. .Conn.
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1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
LIEADINGI HOUSl!I FOR
CoL.L.e'GltE, SCHOOL AND WEODINGI INVITATION8
DANCE PROGRAMS, Mll!NUS

IIIJrORE

ORDERING ELSEWHERE

CoMPARE 8AMPLEI

ANI> PRICEI

FINl!I l!!NGIRAVINGI

OIi

J.B.RYAN,

A£.L KINDS

HAS RETURNED TO THE

ELM TREE INN,
FARMINGTON, CONNECTICUT.
F. L.

A V ERY,

Clerk.

Buv YouR
688 MAl 'I STREET.

COLLARS, CUFFS, NECKWEAR,
GLOVES , DRESS S HIRTS , everything in the line of Men's Furnishings

KASHMANN'S,

AT
12

,

with "Special Smokeless Steel"
barrel has a higher velocity and
larger diameter than the .30
calibre; makes a big bolo and
goes deep; uses a straight ta pet
shell not liable to stick or b reak
in the chamber; can be u sed
with low power smokeless,
black powder ar:d miniat u re
loqds with b est results.
Send 3 stamps for our u o-pag'e,
up-to-date arms and ammu'nition Catalog N o. A 742,
MARLIN FIR EARMS

S TAT E S T .

C ITY HAL L S QUARE.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL,
D. B. HALL, Proprietor.

The Home of all College Teams when
in Providence, R. I.
T. A.

M. V.

B U CK,

CRAVEN.

Jnrsnus~ Wqrntrr C!!nfr
BUCK

&

C RAVEN, Prop ' s .

OYSTERS, STEAKS, CHOPS, LOBSTERS, AND
GAME IN SEASON.
Telephone

Excellent Serv fce Rendered .

F.

R. SPIEGEL,
Ceaning, Pressing, Repairing
20 Church Street.

J.

P.

CALLAN.

J.

6 2-2

CALLAN.

CALLAN & SON,
CUSTOM TAILORS.
SUITS MADE TO ORDER,

Clothes Clea,ied, Pre11ed,
and Repai'red.

8 FORD STREET,

Hartford, Conn.
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STODDARD & CAULKINS,

flontractors and Buildtrs.

Massasoit House,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

CABINET WORK, INTERIOR
FINISH, AND GENERAL JOBBING.

American and European Plans.

Junction Charter Oak and Vredendale Avenues,
HARTFORD, CONN.

LEADING STYLES.

WILLIAM H. CHAPIN, PROPRIETOR.

POPULAR PRICES.

P. H. BILLINGS,
i!figq Qthuu1 uJatlnring,

out of the beaten path and
COME
join the ranks of those who are
beating out a better way of making
CUSTOM SUITS AND OVERCOATS.
II

E. S. ALTEMUS,

Hartford, Conn.

11 Asylum Street,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
Rooms 27-28 Catlin Building.

[l\f_. 'l3. - I will make you the Finest Suit or
Overcoat in the City for $25.00.

FALL WOOLENS

fxtru-~pttiul
NOW READY.

Give us your Order, BAIN COATS ALL WEIGHTS,

-

F~NE gift to which we call your attention is a HOLLY BOX filled with
paper and envelopes; with each is given
a 14 karat GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN, making
not only a handsome, but a very useful
present.
The price for this pretty Box of fine
Stationery including the pen, IS ONLY
C.
As quantity is limited, come early to secure
one of these special bargains.

GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO., Inc.
FULL DBESS SUITS FOB BENT.

WANAMAKER
and BROWN,

gg

TA IL ORS.

~

Imported and Domestic Suitings. Plain and Fancy
Overcoatings. Rain Proof Coatings. Fancy Silk
Vestings.
Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits. • . . . .

OUR

STRONG

~

~

Jlrnmu, uJqnmsnu & O!n.
THE NEW TRINITY SEAL

POINTS

IN PINS, HAT PINS, AND FOBS.

STYLE, QUALITY,
MODERATE PRICES.

e.
20

Strictly all Wool Suits and Overcoats.

0undlacb & Co.,
City Hall Square.

State Street,

PLUMBING
of your home placed in sanitary condition by
===~LICENSED PLUMBERS~~~

N. B. BULL & SON,
SALESROOM,

.71 ASYLUM STREET, RooM

Established 1854.
1.

Telephone 1019-5.

345 Asylum Street.

